Quotes for Leather Word Wrap and Page Pendant

1. All things in this vast universe exist in you, with you, and for you. – Kahlil Gibran
   [Life/Gratitude/Daily Reminders/Soul]

2. If I accept the sunshine and the warmth, then I must also accept the thunder and the lightning. – Kahlil Gibran
   [Life/Gratitude/Daily Reminders]

3. When you do things from the soul, you feel a river moving in you, a joy. – Rumi
   [Life/Soul/Daily Reminder/Joy]

4. I feel that there is nothing more truly artistic than to love people. – Van Gogh
   [Love/Life/Art/Family/Connection/Things to live by]

5. Art arises when the secret vision of the artist and the manifestation of nature agree to find new shapes. – Kahlil Gabran
   [Art/Nature]

6. Faith is knowledge within the heart, beyond the reach of proof. – Kahlil
   [Faith/Daily reminder/Things to live by]

7. Music is the language of the spirit. It opens the secret of life bringing peace, abolishing strife. – Kahlil Gabran
   [Music/Spirit/Peace]

8. And forget not that the earth delights to feel your bare feet and the winds long to play with your hair. – Kahlil Gabran
   [Nature/Soul/Spirit/Mantra]

9. Joy is prayer, joy is strength, joy is love by which you can catch souls. – Mother Theresa
   [Joy/Strength/Love/Soul]

10. You need chaos in your soul to give birth to a dancing star. – Friedrich Nietzsche
    [Soul/Spirit/Things to live by]

11. Learn the rules like a pro so you can break them like an artist. – Pablo Picasso
    [Art/Life lesson/Daily reminder]

12. I took a walk in the woods and came out taller than the tress. – Henry David Thoreau
    [Nature/Soul/Spirit/Things to live by]

13. We’re all just walking each other home. – Ram Dass
    [Soul/Spirit/Connection/Peace/Kindness]
14. May my heart be kind, my mind fierce, and my spirit brave. –E.E. Cummings
[Indness/spirit/Things to live by/Daily reminders/Mantra]

15. The sun, the earth, love, friends, our very breath are parts of the banquet. –Rebecca Harding Davis
[Nature/Love/Friendship/Life/Reflection]

16. Her hair was long, her foot light, and her eyes wild. –John Keates
[Wanderess/Warrior/Love/Nature]

17. She is beautiful and terrifying at the same time like nature itself. –Jane Austin
[Nature/Love/Beauty/The way you think about her]

18. Family - Where life begins and love never ends. –Unknown
[Family]

19. We shall never know all the good that a simple smile can do. –Mother Theresa
[Words to live by/Connection/Life’s reminder/Kindness/Goodness/Love]

20. Walk as if you are kissing the earth with your feet. –Thich Nhat Hanh
[Mantra/Words to live by/Daily reminder/Nature]

21. It takes a very long time to become young. –Picasso
[Picasso/Food for thought/Life/Wisdom]

22. Take my hand, we will walk, we will only walk. We will enjoy our walk without thinking of arriving anywhere. - Thich Nhat Hanh
[Living in the present/Friendship/Love/Spirit/Daily Reminder/Nature/Family/Connection]

23. Be humble for you are made of the earth. Be noble for you are made of stars. –Serbian Proverb
[Nature/Gratitude/Kindness/Words to live by/Soul]

24. In all things of nature there is something of the marvelous. –Aristotle
[Nature/Joy/Wonder/Gratitude]

25. The forest and I was all there was. In the deep silence I could feel the Earth’s beating heart. –Unknown
[Nature/Mother Nature/Love/Life/Peace]

26. May your life be like a wildflower growing freely in the beauty and joy of each day. –Native American Proverb
[Nature/Mantra/Prayer/Nature/mother earth/Gypsy/Beauty/Joy/Gratitude]

27. Live in the sunshine, Swim in the sea, Drink the wild air. –Emerson
[Nature/Summer/Love/Life/Words to live by/Be/Peace/Joy]
28. Give thanks for the unknown blessings already on their way. –Native American Wisdom
   [Gratitude/Thankfulness/Prayer/Mantra]

29. Nothing is so strong as gentleness, nothing so gentle as real strength. –Sitting Bull
   [Wisdom/Strength/Growth/Things to live by]

30. As you walk upon this sacred earth, treat each step as a prayer. –Black Elk
   [Nature/Things to live by/Mother Earth/Religion/Spirit/Kindness/Kindness]

31. Listen to the wind it talks, listen to the silence it speaks, listen to your heart it knows. –Native American Proverb
   [Nature/Spirit/Religion/Mantra/Words to live by]

32. With life as short as a half taken breath, don’t plant anything but love. –Rumi
   [Mantra/Love/Life/Kindness/Words to live by]

33. Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing there is a field...I’ll meet you there. –Rumi
   [Friendship/Family/Love/Peace]

34. When you do things from your soul, you feel a river moving in you, a joy. –Rumi
   [Joy/Soul/Love/Spirit]

35. Let there be no purpose in friendship save the deepening of spirit. –Kahlil Gibran
   [Friendship/Love spirit/Mantra/Word to live by]

36. Wake at dawn with a winged heart and give thanks for another day of loving. –Kahlil Gibran
   [Mantra/Prayer/Thankful/Gratitude/Hope/Positive thoughts]

37. A traveler I am, and a navigator, and everyday I discover a new religion within my soul. –Kahlil Gibran
   [Travel/Journey/Soul/Searching/Wisdom]

38. Beauty is not in the face. Beauty is a light in the heart. –Kahlil Gibran
   [Beauty/Soul/Love/Spirit]

39. Other things may change, but we start and end with family. –Anonymous
   [Family/Love/Connection]

40. You will always be...the sister of my soul, the friend of my heart. –Anonymous
   [Family/Sisters/Friends/Soul]

41. And into the forest I go to lose my mind, and find my soul. –John Muir